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Abstract：Human beings tend to choose the structure with the minimum dependency distance during ambiguous structure
understanding in order to reduce the burden on working memory. This paper reanalyzes the psychological experimental
results within the framework of dependency grammar. The measurement of dependency distance provides the linguistic
criteria for why is the potential ambiguity structure“VP + N1+ the+ N2”considered as the Modifier-Noun Construction
（MNC）rather than Narrative-Object Structure（NOS）. Minimizing dependency distance is an important mechanism during
natural language understanding and an effective way to reduce the memory cost.
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配词 Wa 和其从属词 Wb 的依存距离为 a - b ；相邻词对
间具有依存关系，依存距离为 1。若 a > b ，依存距离大于
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图 1（a） 名词为中心词的偏正短语
图 1（b） 动词为中心词的述宾短语
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表 1 20组句子的平均依存距离 1）
注：1）（a）组为偏正结构句，（b）组为述宾结构句
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